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GOK at the Caravan Salon 2022 
 

LPG on board: Security made easy 
GOK presents the Caramatic line for heating while driving and the remote display Caramatic 

Basic Control. Introducing: the newly developed filter cartridge 2.0. 

 

Marktbreit, 12/07/2022 – Regulator and fitting specialist GOK presents its entire 
Caramatic line at the Caravan Salon. The gas regulation system ensures professional 
and comfortable handling of LPG in camping and leisure vehicles and enables safe 
heating while driving. The remote display Caramatic BasicControl reliably indicates 
whether a gas cylinder change is necessary. GOK presents the filter cartridge 2.0 for 
the first time: It protects the system from oil contamination, but is much more 
affordable, sustainable and effective than the previous model. 
 
Visitors to the Caravan Salon can find out about the entire Caramatic line at the GOK stand. 

With the gas regulation system, it is even possible to heat while driving: It contains the crash 

sensor required by law for this purpose, which blocks the gas flow in the case of impact. 

Whether for single or two-cylinder systems, vertical or horizontal installation, the Caramatic 

line ensures complete safety when handling LPG on board.  

 

Keeping a skilful eye on your gas supply 
The remote display Caramatic BasicControl is used in combination with Caramatic BasicTwo, 

the automatic regulator and changeover device for two-cylinder systems. The information and 

control unit makes it possible to reliably monitor the LPG cylinders without having to open the 

cylinder case. The operator is thus informed at all times whether gas is taken from the 

operating or reserve cylinder and whether a gas cylinder change is due soon. The remote 

display can be retrofitted with ease. 
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Affordable, sustainable, effective: Filter cartridge 2.0 
Users benefit from the newly developed filter cartridge in terms of cost efficiency: since it 

consists of a supporting core and a filter element, only the filter element made of glass 

microfibre has to be replaced, and you can continue to use the supporting core. This makes 

the cartridge not only less expensive but also more sustainable than its predecessor. With an 

efficiency of 99.9 percent, it reliably protects against oil contamination in the system and dust 

particles from remaining in the filter. The filter replacement is quick and easy, as is the 

retrofitting of the entire filter cartridge – it is compatible with the Caramatic ConnectClean gas 

filter as well as with the Truma AS99 type gas filter up to year 02/2019. The filter cartridge 2.0 

is available to buy from January 2023. 
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About the company 
GOK Regler- und Armaturen-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG is one of the leading addresses when it comes to 

regulator technology for LPG and fuel oil. The range of products and services offered by the medium-sized 

company extends far beyond just regulators and fittings, however. GOK also offers a full range of components, 

solutions and systems for each of the areas of LPG systems, LPG for leisure time use, oil firing installations and 

tank management. The company also supports its customers with specialist services and the provision of know-

how. Established in Ochsenfurt, Germany in the year 1968, the family-owned company is now based in 

Marktbreit near Würzburg in Lower Franconia and is managed by Dieter Kleine and Gerald Unger.  
 
 
 
Company contact details 
GOK Regler- und Armaturen-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG 
Andreas Braun 
Obernbreiter Straße 2-18 
97340 Marktbreit / Germany 
T: +49 9332 404-880 
M: a.braun@gok-online.de 
www.gok.de 
 
 
Media contact 
HKKT. Konzept & Text. 
Hilke Knoop 
Kochelseestraße 11, K11 
81371 Munich 
T: +49 177 4661842 
M: hilke.knoop@hkkt.eu 
 


